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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The research described in the following report was performed under Con-

tract No. DA-22-079-eng-224 between the Waterways Experiment Station, a re-

eavch facility of the Corps of Engineers, United State- Army, and the M-ssa-

chusetts Institute of Technology. The work has been sponsored by: (1) the

Army Research and Development Program for Nuclear Weapons' Effects on

Structures, Terrains, and Waterways, Subproject 8-12-95-42o; (2) the Army

Research and Development Program for Ground Mobility Research, Subproject

70-05-4oo; and (3) the Defense Atomic Support Agency, a joint agency of the

three armed services.

The previous research under this contract is described in (MIT 1959b).

The overall objective of this research is very adequately described in that

report. Nowever, in summary, the ultimate aim of this research is an under-

ntanding. at the fundamental level, of the nature of the patterns of behavior

of soil media subjected to rapidly applied loads and of the mechanisms leading

to thes-! behavior patterns.

1.2 Scope of research

The scope of the research under this contract is the same as described

in (NIT 1959). In this study of the behavior of soils under rapidly applied

loads, three approaches have been employed: (a) Research into the behavior

of soils under rapidly applied loads in triaxial compression; (b) Research

into the behavior of soils under rapidly applied loads in one-dimensional

compression; and (c) a study of wave propagation in soil media.

In research studies of the behavior of soils in one-dimensional and

triaxial compression, a dead-end was rapidly reached since only the .total

applied stresses were known. It has thus become necessary to extend this

I
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research by introducing a program which involved the development and use of

devices for measurement of the pressure induced in the water occupying the

interptile v-.Iq Ir,.. ok -1edla at Lhe encoiuntered stress levels anul

times of loading.

The work completed iuider this rcsearch effort during the period October

1959 to October 1960 has been or is being reported in three separate reports

as follows: (a) a report on the d cvclopmc'nt and performance of dcvicos for

rapidly measuring pore-water pressure; (b) this report on triaxial compression

researci; and (c) a report covering the work accomplished under the one-

dimensional compression and wave propegation aspects of the research.

1.3 Triaxial compression research

The triaxial compression research performed in the past under this con-

tract and described in (MIT 1959b) has been conducted mainly on compacted soil

specimens. This research, while yielding much useful information regarding

the effects of the rate of strain on the stress vs. strain behavior of soil

media could not be expected to yield much infurmation concerning the mechan-

isms of the observed behavior since one vital piece of information was missing.

Unless the results of research of this type can be ana ysed in terms of effec-

tive stresses, (total stresses minus the hydrostatic pressure in the fluid

phase) little knowledge can be gleaned regarding the mechanism which allows

soils to resist shear stress or the manner in which the rate of stress appli-

cation affects this mechanism.

During the past contract period (October 1959 to October 1960) considerable

effort has been expended in the development of a device allowing rapid measure-

ment of the pressure in the fluid phase of the soil media. This work has met

with considerable success and devices are now being used which permit very

rapid measurement of this pore water pressure. The state of development of

these devices as of October 1960 is described in a companion report. As non-

saturated soil media are three phase systems in which soil skeleton, fluid

-2-



and gas interact in a complicated manner to give the system its external

behavior characteristics, the best initial approach would seem to be through

saturated systems in which no free gas is present. Soil engineers are now

in general beginning to describe and explain effectively, in terms of effective

stresses, the behavior of saturated soils; thus, it was decided that a com-

prehensive investigation into the effect of rate of strain on the manner in

which saturated soils resist shear stresses should be undertaken.

1.4 Scope of this_ report

This report contains descriptions and results of research into the

effect of rate of strain on the shear stress resistance of saturated fine-

grained soils. The following portion of this report contains three parts:

(1) description of static triaxial compression tests on a Loess (repre-

sentative of a lean clay); (2) description of rapid triaxial compression

tests on this same soil; and (3) a description of rapid triaxial tests on

a fat clay. It is, of course, necessary to completely describe in a con-

sistent manner the patterns of behavior of the two soJls during static or

very slowly applied stresses before the relationship of the changes in these

behavior patterns to rate of strain can be determined. Thus 'static" triaxial

tests form a very important part of research into the response of soils to

"dynamic" loads.

1.5 Acknowledgements

The research work reported herein has been performed by the Soil

Engineering Division of the Civil and Sanitary Engineering Department.

Professor T. William lambe, as head of the Soil Engineering Division has

overall responsibility for the work. Professor Robert V. Whitman has imed-

iate responsibility for this work. This report has been prepared by Archie

M. Richardson, Jr. who, together with Nasim M. Nasim, carried out the research.

Both were Research Assistants during the period covered by this report.
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Chapter 2

STATIC TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS ON SATURATED LOESS

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the results of a series of triaxial compression

tests on samples of saturated lopgn consolidated from a slurry. A toLual of

eighteen tests were carried out. Sixteen consolidated, undrained tests with

pore pressure measurements were performed. Three of these were of a pre-

liminary nature performed on molded specimens saturated by backpressuring.

Two tests w;ere consolidated, drained tests. The results of these tests

are sumarized in Table 2.1, and detailed results are presented in the

various figures accompanying this chapter.

2.2 Properties of soil

The soil used in this series of tests was a loess, typical of deposits

of the lower Mississippi River Valley. A 55 gallon drum of this soil was

received from the Waterways Experiment Station in December, 1958. The soil

classifies as an ML soil according to the Unified Classification System and

exhibits a Liquid Limit of 37% (34% to 40%) and a PlasticiLy Index of 11%

(8% to 14%). As is typical of windblown deposits, the grain size Js rather

uniform, 72% of the particles falling within the silt size range. 4% of the

particles are sand size ( \ 0.06 mm.) and 14% are clay size ( < 2 microns).

The clay fraction is illite-montmorillonoid clay while the silt sized parti-

cles are largely quartz. A complete mineralogical analysis of this soil

along with other pertinent data appears in (MIT 1959b).

2.3 Preparation of samples

The main serics of fifteen consolidated drained and undrained tests was

performed using test specimens trimmed from a large cylinder of the soil

which had been consolidated from a slurry. The three preliminary tests were

performed upon specimens formed by pressing soil of a consistency lower than

-4-



the li uid limit but well wet of Proctor optimum, into a Teflon c ylinder

l - inches in inside diameter. Specimens of the appropriate size were sub-

sequently trimed from the cylindcr- ertrudnd f rom . hi 1P~flon mold. Of

course, the specimens formed in this manner could not be expected to be

saturated. Consequently, an attempt was made to saturate them following

triaxial consolidation by raising both the total all around pressure (chamber

pressure) and the pore water pressure by the same amount and thus diminish

the size of any air bubbles by drivirg air into solution and reducing the

volume of any remaining air (according to Henry's and B-yle's laws, respec-

tively).

Specimens for the main series of test were prepared by consolidation

from a slurry in the follovin_ manner. A quantity of soil was removed from

the drum, broken into small lumps and air-dried. The air-dried soil was

passed through a mechanical grinder. This grinder is capable of grinding

a soil, such as the Loess, until all particles will pass a No. 100 sieve.

The ground Loess was thoroughly mixed with deaired, demineralized

water to a consistency well above the liquid limit, and this slurry was

left to temper for 24 hours. Following tempering, the slurry wnMs extruded

or atomized into an evacuated ±arge consolidometer. A shetch of this large

consolidometer appears in Figure 2.1 while a schematic sketch of the method

of introducing the slurry Is shown in Figure 2.2. Following the introduction

of the slurry, the top portion of the consolidometer was replaced and the

soil was consolidated. The load was applied in five increments, each double
2

the previous, the final increment being 1 kg./cm. , i.e., 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2,

and 1 kg./cm. 2 . Each increment was allowed to remain until 10(0, primary con-

solidation was complete, about 3 days. The finA. load of 1 kg./cm. 2 was

permitted to remain on the sample for one week.

Following nonnqolir9atio thP Soil eVak I (-inches in dipasnter by 5

inches high) was extruded and cut into 15 rectangular prisms. The water

content of the soil at this time averaged 32.46. The individual prisms were

stored by immersing them in a very inert, water repellent oil in an aquarium

-5-



TABLE 2. 1

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES - SATURATED LESS

1. Normally Consolidated

C' =0

= 26 1/20

2. C 0.18c

3. Cr o.o4r
4. o'e = 130

5. _e= 0.13

-6-



tankl. (Mobil No. B1 Transformer oil was used). Table 2.2 contains a tabu-

lation of the water contents of samples trimmed from these oil-stored prisms,

and it -il be seen th-at -wiLh ne exception of samples 2 d 04, therc is

l ttle indication of any water content change occurring during storage.

The preceding method of preparing deaired, saturated samples of re-

molded soil has met with considerable success when used to prepare samples

of fat clay. Approximately one dozcn batches of the Fat Clay (MIT 1959b)

have been prepared in this manner aiolg with several batches of minus 2

micron kaolinite. With few exceptions, excellent results were obtained,

there being very little reason to doubt that the vast majority of samples

thus obtained have a degree of saturation of 100% and that the exceptions

were still very highly saturated, approaching 100%. However, difficulty

was experienced in preparing saturated samples of the Loess. When Loess

was mixed and atomized into the consolidometer at a water content wet enough

to assure complete removal of air bubbles during the atomization process,

segregation of grain sizes was observed in the slurry following 'ts deposi-

tion when the silt size particles settled and the clay size particles re-

Y ained in a thin layer at the upner portion of the slurry.

Since the 14% clay portion of the Loess exerts a major influence on

its stress-def'ormation behavior, any luo Ur i-eBuiar di!j uV"UU!UIi o

fines seriously a-f-'ects the resulting behavior of the soil. As an example,

the first batch was quite wet when placed, and the subsequent behavior was

so erratic as to warrant disposing of this batch (eng., some of the samples

actually dilated during shear stress application as would be expected with

a dense silt, rather than decreasing in volume as is typical of a noially

consolidated lean clay. Conversely, if the soil were to be placed in the

consolidometer at a water content low enough to preserve the original grain

size distribution, high degrees of saturation could not be obtained.

The final soil samples represent a condition midway between these

extremes. Consequently, the final samples exhibited marked non-uniformities

along with incomplete saturation. The erratic water content versus logarithm

-7-



TABLE 2.2

DATA FROM STATIC TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS - SATURATED LOESS

o4

(\J 0

----

oJ o -

W 0 w Pore Pressure 19

$4 3 o I ( cd Response Prior
ca +3 0) rz, to Backpreaauring %~

P1 8.0 1.0 , 22.3 1.19 0 - 0 1.0

)j 4.0 4.0 nC. 21.2 1.5:i 2.5 -O 2.0

P3 2.0 2.0 o .C. 23.6 .-" 1.4 - 30 2.0

1 H.0 .0 !.C. 24.4 2.29 4.6 3o o 0.9
2 4.0 4.o "I.C. 24.8 1ILo 2.4 66 95 1.9

3 2.0 2.0 IN.C. 28.0 .57 1.08 80 95 2.2

4 1.0 .0 r. C. 29.4 .44 . , 5 95 1.95

5 8.0 4.0 2 25.4 2.27 2.2 68 68 2.0

6 8.0 1.0 8 26.6 1.22 -0.4 75 75 2.24

7 8.0 2.0 4 25.6 1.57 +0.6 85 85 3.0

8 8.0 0.5 16 26.6 1.16 -0.65 64 80 1.5

9 8.0 0.25 32 27.5 .93 -0.50 83 93 0.75

10 8.0 4.0 2 25.7 1.67 2.42 80 87 3.0

11 3.0 3.0 N.C. 24.3 2.29 0 0

12 5.0 5.0 N.C. 23.7 3.84 0 0

13 2.0 2.0 N.C. 29.5 .55 1.53 85 98 2.0

14 4.0 4.0 N.C. 27.7 1.05 2.50 84 96 2.0

15 8.0 8.0 N.C. 25.4 2.32 5.42 38 38 1.0
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of app tied pressure data (Figure 2.16) and. slightly nonconsistent behavior

during applicati.,n of shearing stresses illustrates both of these conditions,

while the less than 100% pore pressure response is indicative of a degree of

saturation less than 100% (See Table 2.2) This problem of obtaining uniform,

saturated samples represents one of the drawbacks to utilizing this particular

soil t"ye in anv extensive research investigation.

2.4 Triaxial consolidation

Individual specimens for triaxial testing were trimmed either from the

soil extruded from the Teflon mold or from the soil prisms stored in oil.

A standard size of specimen 1 .40 inches in diameter by 3.15 inches in height

was chosen. Each specimen was placed upon a porous stone on the pedestal of

a triaxial cell of Norwegian Geotechnical Institute design and manufacture

(NGI 1957). Six strips of filter paper, 3/16 inch in width, were affixed

to each specimen at equal spacings and extended vertically from the top

of the specimen down to and overlapping the circumference of the porous

stone. The drainage lines from the pedestal of the cell base, the :porous

stone and the filter paper strips had previously been filled or saturated

with thoroughly deaired water. A solid lucite top cap was placed atop each

specimen, and each specimen was encased in two thin latex membranes separated

by a layer of silicone grease of the type used to grease stopcocks. The

membranes were sealed to the lucite top cap and to the triaxial cell pedestal

by four "0" rings, two on top and two on the bottom.

The triaxial cell cylinder was fastened to the base and filled with

deaired water. A burette was affixed to the drainage line to measure drain-

age, and pressure was supplied to the chamber by the standard NGI constant

pressure cell (NGI 1957). In the sixteen tests which were to be run undrained,

the drainage line was blocked following consolidation and backpressuring.

Therefore, as the water content could not change following the closing off

of drainage, the water content obtained at the end of shear testing was that

existing at equilibrium under the effective stress system at 100% primary

consolidation.



The results of triaxial consolidation are plotted in the usual water

content versus logarithm of effective consolidation pressure plot in Figure

2.16. It is apparent from this plot that considerable scatter of data

occurs. An extreme anomaly occurs between the water contents obtained

in the preliminary tests and those obtained in the main series. The most

ampurta"Lt facUTr cU1 rubXJi..u8 UU TLh"b cu.te .1 Yi rEUbl the lackwof

s*1L1.at.1A_ o: sf 1h _rTleP Mh ujght. 1 a d to t hi s onini in by thp

following two observations: (a) the slope of both the normal consolida-

tion and rebound lines drawn for the preliminary series of tests almost

exactly parallels' the slope of the corresponding line for the main series

of tests, and (b) the plots of the stress paths (Figure 2.17) exhibit

behavior indicative of a higher isotropic consolidation pressure. Correct-

ed points, based on these stress paths, have also been plotted in Figure

2.16. For these reasons, considerable weight has been given those points

exhibiting the highest water contents for any effective consolidation

pressure in drawing the normal consolidation and rebound lines.

Assming_ s n ei gravity of solids. G 2.76. the Compression

Index, Cc = 0,179, and the Rebound Index, C = 0.037, can be obtained

from the data plotted in Figure 2.16. It is also interesting to note

the close agreement with the normal consolidation lines of the point

representing the average "as trimmed" water content plotted against the

vertical consolidation pressure in the large consolidometer.

2.5 Triaxial Compression Testing - During Tests

Drained triaxial compression t.sts were performed on two samples,

both normally consolidated, in Tests 31 and 12. In these tests, follow-

ing consolidation, d.c-oaxtion of the test specimen proceeded at a rate

of axial strain slow enogh tc allow complete dissipation of excess

pore water pressuree. Thus the hydrostatic pressure existing in the

triaxies. !homber vas the same as the effective mir-or principal stress

acting on the 3ampleo There are two drawbacks to this type of test:



(a) The length of time required for the test is, in most cases, excessive,

and (b) excessive svinple deformation is required to reach the maximum

deviator stress, and as -. result, both piston friction and the validity

of the usual area corrections give cause for grave concern. However,

these drawbacks are often offset by the relative ease of performance of

this type of test which often leads to less ambiguous results than those

obtained in other types of tests. As will :subsequently be discussed,

recently advanced theories (.I'iKJL, 1959) have led to a greater useful-

ness of this type of trixial test in allowing prediction of pore pressures

and stress paths in undrained tests from the results of drained triaxial

tests.

Table 2.3 is a tabulation of the rates of strain used in the

performance of the drained tests. Assuming failure at 6% strain in Test

11 and lO', in Test 12, tincs to failure of 36.5 hours and 4l hours, re.

spectively, were requirsd. BISHROP and IN-ISS0L (1957), as a result of

experience in testing clays, indicate a tine to failure of 30 hours as

a Guide for a typical lean clay (Weald Clay, Liquid Limit = 43i!,, Plastic

Lmnit = 18,';). Un this basis, the rates of strain used in Tests 11 and

12 seem more than adequately slow to insure complete drainage.

The stress versus strain volure change data from Test 11 are

plotted in Figure 2.11 and for Test 12 in Figure 2.12. Some evidence of

the trouble encountered from piston friction is shown in Figure L.11.

The points so indicated were obtained prior to a gentle rotation of the

piston. Following this rotation, the loads as read on the proving ring

dropped to values in keeping with the indicated curve. Following a

leveling off of deviator stress almost no further trouble was experienced

v.ith piston friction.

In Test 12, the semple was strained to approximately 3% and

the load fre'e was switched off overnight (approximately 15 hours).

During this tine the semple continued to strain approximately 1/2 ; with

a resulting reduction in deviator stress, Following resumption of test-
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TABLE 2 3

DATA FOR HVORSLEV PARAMETER PLOT - LOESS

Test (Fig. 2.20) e e

P-I l15 1.0 5.50 .209 .182

P-2 1.55 1.73 4.00 .388 .433

P-3 .57 1.05 2.00 .285 .525

1 2.29 3.,41 8.00 .286 .426

2 1.40 2.25 4.0 .350 .563

3 .57 1.45 2.00 25 ,725

4 .44 .86 i.O0 .44 .86

5 2.27 2.69 7,013 .321 .380

6 1.22 1.42 5.50 .222 .258

7 1.57 1.40 6.0lO .257 .229

8 1.16 1.17 4.73 .245 .247

9 .93 .77 4.02 .231 .191

10 1.67 2.22 7.08 .236 .314

11 2.29 3.00 10.95 .209 .274

12 3.84 5.00 13.50 .284 .370

13 .55 .89 2.00 .275 .445

14 1.05 1.54 4.0 .263 .385

15 2.32 3.16 8.00 .290 .395
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ing, the deviator stress rose sharply at a more uo less constant strain,

straining gradually began, and the resulting stress versus strain curve

became apparently a continuation of the curve prior to "relaxation".

The areas used in computing the stresses were computed in the

conventional manner considering both the volume change of the sample as

recorded by the burette reading and the axial strain of the sample.

2.6 Triaxial Compression Testing - Undrained Tests

Sixteen specimens were tested in -undrained triaxial compression

following consolidation. In all of these tests, drainage from the sample

was closed off at the completion of the consolidation process and con-

nection was made to an appropriate device for measuring the pore water

pressure. In the preliminary series of tests, connection was made to

a null balance type of pore pressure measuring system of Norwegian

Geotechnical Institute design (NGI 1957). In the main series of 13 tests,

an automatic pore pressure measuring device was employed (PENMN 1953).

In this device, a sensing element detects any tendency toward migration

of water from or toward the test specimen. The output of this sensing

element controls a heater in a closed oil system. The expansion and

contraction of this oil prevents the migration of pore water and operates

a Bourden gauge indicating the pressure necessary to accomplish this,

i.e., the pore water pressure.

In all svmples, the first step following connection of the

pore pressure measuring device wai to increase rapidly the triaxial
cheaber pressure and, at the same t- .Me, note the resulting increase in

pore water pressure, or pore pressure response. This response is a

good indication of the degree of saturation of the entire system (soil

soinpl., stone drainage connections and measuring device). If the sys:-:.

is completely saturated, the response of the pressure in the pore water

should be immediate and equal to the increment of cheamber pressure. As

will be noted in Table 2.2, the response was poor in all caasns. Since

considerable care was exercised in assuring that the drainage connec-
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tion.; und pore prcozur. mzaouring device wcrz completely Lr.e, the

most obvious source of the lack of good pore pressure response was the

less than 100% saturation of the samples themselves. In order to offset

the effects of tid poovw' -ncwe -n v' s-mm rMqn~e toE.nq vert- tann

(1) the samples were backpresurc-d as previously described, and (2)

the tests were run as constant volume tests by maintaining constant pore

pressures and adjusting the chamber pressures in such a manner that

no flaw of water either to or from the snmples occurred. Since

a = a -4, a change in 0-with a constantk( is equivalent to a correspond-

ing change in A with a constant a.

tests are plotted in Figureu 2.3 through 2.10 and 2.13 and through 2.15.

In the main series of tests, theAa3 , necessary to maintain a constant

volume, is plotted as an equivalent change in pore pressure. In the

preliminary series, A cAr is plot+ed directly.

Two rates of strain were used for the main series of tests.

Tests 1 through 4 were performed at a ate of strain of 10% in 6 hours

and the remainder were performed at a rate of 10% in 12 hours. The data

give no evidence of any strain rate effect within the range.

2.7 Results of Triaxial Coression Tests on Loess

Engineering parameters of behavior of the Loess are presented

in Table 2.1. All shear strength and pore pressure data are listed in

Table 2.2. Figure 2.3 is a plot of the stress versus strain curves

obtained from the main series of tests. The water contents obtained

from the undrained series of tests are plotted against the logarithm of

consolidation pressure in Figure 2.16.

2.8 Analysis of the Results of Triaxial Compression Tests on Loess

One of the most informative ways of analyzing the results of

undrained triaxial tests is to plot the paths followed by the normal

effective stress and shearing stress on some particular plane as the



test progresses to failure. Three planes are commonly selected for this

purpose: (1) the plane of maximum obliquity of stresses; (2) the plane

on which failure will ultimately occur, and (3) a plane at 450 to the

principal stress planes. (This is the plane of maximum shear stress).

Tne last two planes are the most informative and the stresses on these

two planes are very closely -elated. The results of the normally con-

solidated tests are plotted thus in Fivure 2.17 while the results of the

overconso]idated tests are T)lottnd in Piaure PPCN.

In a plot of this type, the stress paths follow,d in a conventional

drained test follow a path that starts at the particular value of the

chamber pressvre and progresses to failure on a straight line path in-

clined at 450 to the horizontal. These paths for Tests 12 and 12 are

shown as dashed lines in Figure 2.17, A line connecting the points

representing failure stress conditions for these two tests, and pre-

sumably for any other drained test on n~rmally consolidated samples is

shown and is lnbeled the CD lonscliated-h ~ited) ]ine- It is interest-

ing to note that this line, vith minor exception, fails through points

of maximum deviator stress (but not points of maximum stress obliquity)

on the stress paths for undrained tests.

Apparently the specimens tested in Tests 13, 14 and 15 were the

most fully saturated as they gave the maximum water contents w-rhen

plotted in Figure 2.]6 and the stress paths from these three tests are

extremely typical of stress paths from undrained tests on saturated

clay soils. Tests 1, 2, 3 and 4 present atypical stress paths. Rather

than commencing with a tangent havLig a negative slope or a slope of

infinity (both are typical), the stress paths from these tests commence

with tangents having a positive slope. This behavior is typical of heavily

overconsolidated soils or of soils tested in situations where drainage

was known to occur. The most probsb!t explanation of the stress path

f'rnyr ths^ i.. in +h- ina in +hb- mnn Prssure measuring systems.

Due to these lags, the volume of the specimens decreased (as in a drained test)

prior to the detection of this tendency by the test operator. As the test progresses,



the stress paths merged with a hypothetical stress path from a test

normally consolidated to higher pressure. The dotted curve extension

to the stress path of Test P in Figure 2.14 represents an approximation

to such a hvnothetical curve. An assumDtion that the failure water

content of Test 2 is that attained by a consolidation pressure of

4.75 kg/cm2 would move the point representing Test 2 to the right as

shown in Figure 2.16. This has also been indicated in Figure 2.16 for

Tests 1. 3 and 4.

The angle -< giving the slope of the CD Line in Figure 2.17 is

related to the usual 'franed angle of shearing resistance obtained

fiom a plot of shear stress on the failure plane at the time of failure

plotted against the stress normal to the failure plane at the time

of failure by the relationship:

Rinq) = tan= 0. 438; q' = 260.

Stress pat-hs from the overconsolidated tests have been plotted

in Figure 2.20 in a manner similar to the normally consolidited tests.

Tabulated in this figure is the overconsolidation ratio (OCA) pertaining

to each particular test. This value is the ratio of the maxim=u past

pressure to the effective stress existing on the sample prior to
testig (ie., CR cons max.

testing (ie., OCR = crebound )  A stress vector representing an

average of Tests 1 and 15 has been plotted to complete this plot with

a stress path representing an OCR = 1 (or normal consolidation). These

stress paths are reasonably typical and a rather well defined "failure

envelope" can be drawn, as shown. However, the following anomalous be-

havior can be seen in a close study of Figure 2.20: (1) the stress paths

of Tests 5 and 10 should coincide since the stress histories of these two

samples prior to testing are identical. The let that the two stress yaths do not
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coincide probably reflects a rather basic dissimilarity of composition between
these two samples as the water contents are quite similar, and the differcnce in

water content that does exist would tend to produce behavior differences opposite

to that observed in Figure 2.20. (2) Stress paths from Tests 5 and 7 proceed

to the assumed "failure envelope" in a typical manner and then exhibit a pronounced

reversal of epha-nlr, movin -i into t hp inmain past the failure- envelope on a

path of almost constant d.eviator stress (i.e., by an increase of pore water

pressure).

Th.e stress path of Test 10 exhibits a similar phenomenon in a somewhat

different manner. The divergence from typical behavior occurs before the failure

envelope is reached, and the stress path reaches and rides along the envelope in

a somewhat atypical fashion. The explartion for this irregular behavior may be

found in the inte.rrelatonship between the fraction of the soil particles that

would behave as a granular media (i.e., the majority of the silt size) and the

matrix of fines behaving colloidally (i.e., the clay fraction). The failure

e,,nopeas .... , could then represent the stress behavior of the c- maiL,

and the anomalies occur when the skeleton of silt size particles begins to con-

tribute to the behavior. The straight line approximation to the failure envelope

for this case can be described by the parameters b = intercept on y axis =

2 -.32 kg/ca and c,'- slope of failure envelope = Tan -  .370 or converted to p'=

21 1/2 and c' = 0.34 kg/cm
2 .

2.9 Idealization of the behavior of Loess in triaxial compression

The preceding discussion points out the wide scatter of the data result-

ing from these triaxial compression tests. In this section an attempt will be

made to idealize the behavior in such a manner that future studies of the

effect of rate of strain on the stress vs. strain behavior may be compared to

it.

Attention vill be first directed to the normally consolidated tests.

In Figure 2.17, each stress path from an undrained test represents a line of
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constant water content. Tests 14 and 15 represent the typical behavior to be

expected. These two curves were "normalized by dividing both tue ordinates

and abscissas of points on the curve by the pressure to which the particular

sample was consolidated. These normalized points were plotted in Figure 2.8,

and a best fit curve rising to the consolidated-drained failure line was

draw-A. Using the plot of water co-tent vs. og..it!'u of corsolidation pressure,

this normalized, idealized stress path was expanded to the family of curves il

Figu~e 2.19. It has been proposed and data have been presented to support the

proposal (HENKEL, 1959) that such water content contours are unique curves re-

lating the pore pressures developed in undrained tests to the volume changes

occurring in drained tests. Henkel's data are plotted in principal stress space

to obtain as general % relationship as possible, but the hypothesis is equally

valid for the simple type of plot shown here.

As each'curve represents a constant water content, it represents the

stress path followed in an undrained test consolidated to the pressure indi-

cated. For example, a sample of remolded loess, consolidated to 4 kg/cm2 ,

should ideally have a water content of 27.3%. If subjected to an undrained

tr!-xial compression test following cosolidatLion, it should follow the

effective stress path represented by the 27.3% water content contour, reaching

the failure envelope at a deviator stress of 1.05 kg/cm . The total stress

path during testing is represe.ated by the dashed lime 4-B. The pore pressure at

any stage in the test is the horizontal distance between the total stress and

the effective stress paths. At fallure the pore pressure would be the horizontal

distance AB or 2.60 kg/cm. The pore pressure parameter A equals

.,a 2.6o 1.24
A (a'-a)  '2 x 1.05 .

(si ENPTON, 1954).
2 2

The dotted lines on Figure 2.19, starting at 3.0 kg/cm and 5.0 g/cm

on the x axis and rising with a slope of 450, represent stress paths of drained

triaxial compression tests consolidated to these chamber pressures. If the

water content contours are unique, the points where the stress paths cross

water content curves should yield the water contents existing is the drained

triaxial tests at these stress levels. Tests 11 and 12 are triaxial tests of
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this nature. Assuming a water content prior to application of the deviator

stress corresponding to Figure 2.19, and making use of the volume change data

given in Figures 2.11 and n .12, a comparison of predicted and actual water con-

tents can be made. This comparison ii made in Table 24. At -irst glance the

calculated water contents in Test 11 seem to present rather poor agreement with

the predicted values. However, closer inspection reveals the fact that dis-

crepancy occurs between the staxt of thc test and point 2, with the difference

in calculated and predicted water contents remaining almost constant frcm point

2 to point 6 at mximum deviator stress. A study of Figure 2.19 leads to the

conclusion that as the stress path reaches the failure envelope, if the deviator

stress reaches a constant value, no further volume change should result with

additional straining. However, in the actual test, a volume change was occurring

as maximum deviator stress was reached and continued to occur up to the end of

testing, If the volume change at the end of testing is used to Compute the water

content in Table 2 -, very close agreenent with the predicted value occurs. A

possible explanation for this occurs in a non-uniform distribution of stresses

and hence a non-uniform distribution of water contents in such a test. This

variation in water content could have begun to occur at the beginning of testing

and reached an equilibrium distribution between stress levels represented by

points 1 and 2. Following the attainment of a maximum deviator stress condition,

this special distribution of water content began once more to equalize itself,

becoming almost uniform at failure.

Test 12 presents calculated vs. predicted values in quite good agreement

up to the stress level where relaxation was permitted Following the resumption

of testing, these values diverged somewhat at large strains. Considering the

uncertainties involved in these types of measurements and prediction, quite

good agreement between the predicted and calculated water contents seem to be

attained.

No idealization of the overconsolidated tests has been made. It is felt

that insufficient data is available to allow resolution of some of the anomalies

apparent in Figure 2.20. Hovever, if some average path representing Tests 5



TABLE 24

COMPARISON BVAEN OBSERVED AID PREDICTED W-DRAINE) TESTS - SATURAr] LOESS

TEST 11
( 3 - V ) V (cc) Volne Water Content Water Content

Point 2 (Fig. 2.11) of Water (calculated) (predicted)
(cc) (,)

3 kg/m2 0 0 33.5 28.1 28.1

7 .2 27.9 27.3

2 1.26 .70 32.80 27.5 26.6

3 1.63 1.18 32.32 27.2 26.1

4 1.95 1.57 31.93 26.8 25.6

5 2.20 1.92 31.58 26.5 25.3

6 Max (0 - 3) 2.0 31.50 26.2 25.2

7 End of test 3.25 30.25 25.4 25.2

TEST 12

0 0 0 31.6 26.6 26.6

1 .85 .58 31.02 26.1 26.1

2 1.48 .85 30.75 25.8 25.6

3 1.97 1.05 30.55 25.6 25.3

4 2.35 1.50 30.10 25.3 24.8

5 2.73 1.88 29.7T2 25.0 24.6

6 3.05 2.30 29.3 24.6 24.3

7 3.30 2.43 29.17 24.4 24.1

8 3.55 2.54 29.06 24.3 23.8

Note: Water content at trimming = 31.2%
Volume prior to consolidation = 80.0 cc
Specific gravity of solids taken as 2.77
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and 10, as i shown dotted in the figure, were assumed, the principal arrange-

ment would be resolved and a dimensionless pioL could be prod.ced by ividing

the ordinate and abscissa of a.11 points in Figure 2.20 by 8.0 kg/cm2 (the .axi-

mum past consolidation pressure). The resulting plot, it could be hypothesized,

would be general for any maximum past pressurne.

2.10 Shear strenghparameters at constant water content

If the shear stress on the failure plane at the time of failu re(-4

is plotted above the normal effective stress existing on this plane (FY4i,)

and this plotting be done for conditions of constant water content at failure,

the so-called "true cohesion" (ce) and "true angle of internal friction" (fe)

will be obtained (HVORSLEV, 1937). Such a plot, of course, can be done for

several water contents at failure. The plot can be made dimensionless by di-

viding the ordinate and abscissa of each point by the consolidation pressure

necessary to produce the same water content in a normally consolidated specimen.

if this be done, a single straight line will be obtained having the angle 'tp

as its slope and intercepting the y axis at a value R . The best form for

such plotting with data similar to that obtained in this test is seen in FigUre

2.2. A best fit straight line through these points is drawn and P e and tI

calculated as shown in Figure 2o21. With the exception of Tests P-2 and P-3,

the line as drawn fits the points quite closely, and this plot seems to afford

the best means of generally describing the recorded shear strength behavior of

the Loess.

Due to the scatter of data in the consolidation water content plot

(Figure 2.16), the following method of determining an appropriate value for

Pe was employed: (a) In normally consolidated tests, the actual consolidation

pressure was used. The assumption is that void ratio at failure rather than

water content is the important criteria in the determination of shear strength

and that the void ratio is a function of consolidation prcssure regardless of

the degree of saturation; (b) Lacking such logical assumptions for the over-

consolidated tests, the equivalent consolidation pressure was determined by

projecting the point vertically to the rebound line and from this interaction
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horizontally to the normal consolidation line. This detrmination is shown by

dotted lines in Figure 2.16. 1he data for plotting Figure 2.21 are listed in

Table 2.-3.

2.11 Engineering parameters of shear strength behavior

The usual engineering shear strength plots have been constructed in

Figures 2.22 and 2.23. In Figure 2.22 is plottcd tho shear strcs on thc failure

plane at failure versus the effective stress acting normal to the failure plane

at failure. Failure was assumed to occur on a plane represented by the point

of tangency of the Mohr's circle of stresses at failure to the resulting failure

envelope and when the condition of maximum deviator stress was reached in the

test. The plot in Figure 2.22 gives the envelopes to the Mohr's circles of

stress drawn in terms of the effective principal stresses existing at failure.

Figure 2.23 presents the undrained shear strength (defined, in this

case, as one-half the maximum deviator stress) plotted against the corresponding

consolidation pressure existing prior to the start of the test.

2.12 Svmmary and conclusions

The results of an extensive series of tests on a remolded Loess have been

presented. These results have been thoroughly analyzed and ideal behavior

patterns have been presented. It is apparent that there is considerable scatter

of the data. This scatter, it is felt, is due to difficulty in obtaining homo-

geneous, saturated test specimens. The observed behavior fits the idealized

patterns only fairly well. The 6-iscrepancy, it is felt, is due not only to the

non-homogeniety and non-saturation of samples, but may also represent some de-

viation frcm typical behavior due to an interaction of the behavior patterns of

the colloidal and granular fractions.
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Chapter 3

RAPID TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS

ON 1ATURATED LOESS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter contains the description of a series of rapid triaxial

compression tests performed upon saturated, normally consolidated samples of

Loess. This series of tests was of a preliminary nature, performed in the

planning stage of a research program on the nature of possible mechanisms

of the effect of rate of strain application upon the stress-strain behavior of

saturated soil media.

3.2 Description of the soil

The soil employed in this series of tests was the same soil used in the

static triaxial compression tests described in the previous chapter. A com-

plete description of this soil and listing of its engineering properties and

mineMlogical data can be found in chPr-ter 2 of this report and in (MIT 1959b).

3.3 Preparation of test samples

The samples of saturated Loess for this series of tests were trimed from

a large 'cake" of the soil prepared by consolidation from a slurry in exactly

the same manner as were the samples employed in the static triaxial compressions

tests described in Chapter 2 of this report. Based on experience gained in the

preparation of the previous batch of soil, every possible precaution -was exer-

cised to insure that the samples were uniform, homogenous and saturated.

3.4 Consolidation of trimmed test specimens

Trimmed test specimens were placed in a triangle chamber r. Norwegian

Geotechnical Institute design, modified to accept an appropriate load cell.

The specimens were set on the lucite pedestal of the load cell, six saturated

vertical filter strips were affixed to the specimens, and saturated porous
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stones were placed on top of' each specimen followed by lucite top caps having

provision for top drainage through connecting lengths of saran tubing which

passed through the cell base plates. Each specimen was incased in two thin

latex membranes separated by a layer of silicone grease and sealed to the top

cap and to the load cell piston by two rubber"o" ring seals.

Following the preparation of each specimen, the triaxial chamber was

sealed a7d filled with previously deaired water, and the consolidation chamber

pressure was applied. In all tests of this series, the test specimens were

allowed to proceed to 100% of primary consolidation under a chamber pressure of

4.o kg/cm
2 (56.8 lb/in 2).

3z5 Rapid triaxial compression testing

The test series involved the testing of four identical specimens. Two

specimens were tested at a chamber pressure equal to the consolidation pressure,

while the other two were tested unconfined (chamber pressure = 0). In both

cases, testing was performed with the drainage line closed off (undrained), but

in the uznconfined tests the chamber pressure was released prior to testing.

Two rates of strain were employed, one fast and one slow, with one of

the confined and one of the unconfined specimens being tested at each strain

rate. The fast strain rate used was the fastest rate available on the MIT dynamic

load frame, 750% per second, while the slow rate was 0.15% per second, as fast

as was consistent rith visual recording of the axial load by proving ring readings.

The fast rate produced failure in a time on the order of 10 milliseconds while

several seconds were required to fail specimens using the slow rate. Loading at

the slow rate was accomplished using a standard mechanical load frame designed

and constructed by Wkeham-Farrance Engineering Ltd. of Ducks, --a--.

3.6 Instrumentation

The instumentation for sensing the applied load and resulting deflection

of the specimens tested at the rapid rate of strain is. with the exception of

the load cell, the same as is fully described in (MIT 1959a). Briefly, the

I
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deflection sensing elerent is a D.C. strain gage slide wire potentiometer which

is capablc of sensing deflections in 0.001 inch increments, and the load

sensing element of the load cell is a force transducer wherein a bridge con-

figuration of unbonded strain gages senses the minute deflection of a thin steel

diaphram. The output of these sensing elements is displayed on an oscilloscope

and the trace photographed by means of a Polaroid land camera attachment.

In the slow test, the output of the sensing elements was plotted directly

on a Moseley, Model 4, X-Y Recorder. In Tests 2 and 4, the pen of the X-Y

Recorder, which was recording strain, was activated at predetermined proving

ring leadings, allowing quite rapid recording of the load deflection data. In

addition to the proving ring data, the output of the load cell -as recorded in

Test 4 allowing a comparison of externally measured loads with those measured

inside the triaxial chamber. This procedure allows some evaluation of the

possible error in the testing techniques due to piston friction.

3.7 The new load cell

In a discussion in (MIT 1959b), it was pointed out that the load cells

originally designed for use with the MIT dynamics testing equipment were found

to be moderately sensitive to error due to off center loading and were rather

difficult to maintain as the Teflon membrane was prone to develop leaks, and

the replacement procedure was complicated. When a new design force transducer

(Dynamic Instrument Co., Carlton Street, Cambridge 39, Mass., Model FT) became

available, a new approach to the load cell problem was possible. The load cell

described in this section is the first constructed using the force transducer.

Since this series of te~t, several variations of the basic load cell have been

constructed.

The new load cell, pictured in Figure 3.1, has been constructed upon a

base similar to those emploved in the old load cells so that it can be used in

the MIT modified N.G.I. triaxial cells. Any horizontal component of load will

be resisted by a normal force between the lucite piston and the Teflon, is almost

frictionless. Thus the force transducer senses only the vertical component of
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the load applied to the piston. Prior to use, this load cell was carefully

calibrated against the proving ring employed in the tests at the slow rate of

strain. In addition, in order to investigate the possibility of any "strain-

rate effect" inherent in the load cell, it was loaded by means of a controlled

deflection of a calibrated spring at rates of loading representing the complete

range involved in dynamic soil testing. The cell was found to be free of any

suc.h effect-

3.8 Results of rapid triaxial compression tests on saturated Loess

The stress vs. strain data recorded from this series of triaxial com-

pression tests on saturated Loess have been reduced and plotted in Figure 3.2

and 3.3. The loads as obtained from either the proving ring reading or the load

cell output, were divided by an area corrected for axial strain to obtain the

stresses while the deflections were divided by a length of sample calculated

to exist following consolidation. These calculations were made on the following

assuuptions: (a) water content at trimming equals 32.1% and the volume as

trimmed equals 80 cc; (b) the specific gravity of solids, G. = 2.77; (c) following

consolidation the rater content equals 27.34 (See Fiue 2.10); (d) unit, strAi

during consolidation was the same in principal strain directions (i.e., isotropic

soil structure); and (3) during compression testing, the area is given by the

standard relationship assuming cylindrical deformation , AF- = Ao i -F_ , where

A F = corrected area at any strain level, Ao = area following consolidation and

E unit strain.

Assuming a "static strength" of 30 lb/in2 , based on the idealized picture

of the behavior of the Loess presented in Figure 2.19, the plot of increase in

strength over the static strength vs. the time of loading, Figure 3.4(a)., has

been constructed. In this plot and the following plot, Time of Loading has

the modified definition adopted in (MIT 1959b) (i.e., time to 1% strain)

making it a direct measure of the rate of strain.
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In Figure 3 .4 (b) the modulus to 1% strain has been plotted against Time

to Failure peiously defined. The static modulus to 1% strain was obtained

from Test 14 of the static triaxial test series described in Chapter 2.

3.9 Discussion and analysis of results of rapid triaxial compression tests on

compression tests on saturated Loess

The following discussion is an attempt to develop some picture of the inter-

relationship of the various mechanisms possibly contributing to the manifesta-

tions of strain-rate effect on the stress vs. strain behavior of saturated

samples of fine grained soils tested in tria;Aial compression. The analysis

will undoubtedly oversimplify the behavior of this particular soil in which

interaction between the silt sized bulk of the particles and their colloidal

matrix complicate not only the dynamic response, but, as has previously been

pointed out, the static response aswll.

It is conceded by many, but by no means all, of the investigators in

the shear strength aspect of soil mechanics research, that the strength of a fine

grained soil consists of two components, one dependent upon the relative-spacing

of soil particles at failure, as indicated by the void ratio, and the other de-

pendent upon the effective stress acting between these particles. At the writing

of this research report, the 'rest that can be said is that for any failure water

content there exists a 7z.ique h -* . h . rtvA stress relationship.

A fine grained soi' d*e,.,nds, for this shear resistance and effective

stress relationship, upon its structure, where structure is aciiueu Ub Vh" jviLa

contribution of particle orientation brought about by the forces acting between

particles and by these interparticular forces themselves. In a saturated soil,

if r = - ()= - (m--") (i.e., shearing resistance = function of the total

stress minus the pressure in the fluid phase), then changes in structure can

contribute to chanes in this relationship either by altering the strength-

effective stress relationship or by affecting the manner in which pore water

pressure is developed by the applied stresses and thus altering the effective

stress at failure.
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Both the manner in which the structure of a fine gxaincd soil resists

shear stress applications and the manner in which various components of this

structural resistance react to changes in rate of strain give an ideal fine

grained soil its typical strain-rate behavior pattern.

If pore pressure considerations are temporarily overlooked, a first

step in understanding ideal behavior can be made. This step involves an ideali-

zation of viscous vs. brittle behavior patterns as discussed in (MIT 1959b).

Briefly, a viscous strain-rate behavior pattern is one as idealized in Figure 3.5a

in which an increase in strain-rate increases the modulus of the stress vs. strain

curve, while an idealized brittle display is one in 'hich the stress strain curve

rises sharply to a peak and an increase in the rate of strain causes simply an

elevation of this peak with no basic change in modulus. In soils, brittle be-

havior my be characteristic of a soil structure in which there is an actual

bonding or linkage between particles. The modulus of the stress vs. strain curve

is re ated to the rigidity of an individual bond and hence is not effectively a

function of strain-rate, while an increase in rate of strain can statistically

affect the number of bonds active at peak stress and thus raise the peak. Vis-

cous behavior, on the other hand, could be expected to occur in a soil where

parallel particle orientation leads to a structure whose strength arises from

forces acting between particles and thus could be typically viscous in nature.

as a flocculated structure as would exist in normally consolidated clays with

th. amnronriate formation environment or in clays compacted wet of optimum

water content could be expected to display viscous strain rate behavior.

In an actual soil, the development of pore water pressure during the

application of shear stresses adds another complicating factor to the already

complicated picture. Pore pressures set up due to application of shear stresses

can best be described in terms of the pore pressure parameter A (s maPTON. 1954),

where A is defined as - (i.e., the ratio of change in pore pressure

during the application of a particular deviator stress increment to this deviator
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stress increment. In a saturated specimen, tested in triaxial compression,

two mechanisms by which rate of strain could influence the pore pressure

and thun affect the shearing resistance are: (1) the change in A at a point

in the specimen due to an increase in rate of strain; and (2) change in overall

A value for the specimen as a whole due to the effect of migration of pore

water to or away from the zone in which failure is taking place. As time is

required for the migration of pore water, this becomes a time dependent

phenomenon.

Mechanism 2 is, of course, not fundamental as it has its roots in

the stress distribution in a triaxial compression specimen. This stress

distribution is little understood. BISHOP, BLIGHT and DONALD (1960), in

a study of the effect of rate of strain on base pore pressure measurements,

have described this mechanism in the following manner:

The unequal distribution of stresses in a triaxi-2 specimen occurs

due to end restraint at the base and at the cap. End restraint has the

effect in these regions of increasing a1 slightly and considerably reduc-

ing the deviator stress (a, - a3). The basic pore pressure equation

/41/ = B La3-A(a1 -INu 3 )]can be rearranged in the form AAt= BCIl- (1-A)

(z al-Za 3 )]. Both effects of end restraint will increase o A in the end

regions unless A :l. If the test is run slowly enough, the pore pressure

throughout the sample will be equalized by a flow of water within the sample.

This flow will be seen to decrease the strength at the mid-portion of the

sample if . <1 and possibly increase it slightly if A-l. Therefore, if

A <l, an increase in strength should occur if the test is run rapidly enough

to prevcnL the migration of pore water, while if A 'l, the possibility of

a sli,,ght decrease in strength exists.

:cchanism 1, the altering of the A value of any element of the

soil is much more fundanental and reflects the nature of the soil structure.

A possible mechanism of this alteration is shown in Figure 3.5(c). In the

structure shown, the bonds at A are assumed to be somewhat viscous in nature.
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Under a slaw stress application, the diagonal particle translates as the

Vjb:.,aJ contacL at A penaits this to occur. As this translation proceeds,

some of the forces maintaining equilibrium of particle spacing are dis-

turbed, a tendency for collapse and thus development of positive pore

water pressure erwues. However, under a rapid application of load, the

viscous behavior at the contacts at A form, in effect, a hinge. Thus

there exists a tendency for rotation to occur 'whlh in the extreme,

could lead to the development of a negative pore water pressure. This

mechanism would therefore lead to an increase in strength as the rate of

strain is increased.

With these points in mind, an anlysis of the rapid tests on the

saturated Loess may be undertaken. It is important to remember that these

tests were of a very preliminary nature, and hence the following discussion

represents more the manner in which such analyses may be made rather than

positive conclusions regarding this saturated Loess.

The results of the unconfined compression tests are plotted in

Figure 3.2. This soil tested in unconfined cc-prPson eh.its a strain

rate effect on maximum shear strength of about 10%. This stress-strain

behavior is indicative of behavior intermediate between visccus and brittle

as both a general steepening of the stress vk strain ctu-ve and an elevation

of peak stress appear. As the mode of failure of unconfined campression

tests is probably quite different from that of confined tests, little

here can be learned regarding structure. Unconfined tests probably fail

due to splitting of the sample. This splitting induces a negative pore

water pressure which, according to the magnitude it develops, controls

the shear strength.

In Figure 3.6 is plotted a u-aight line representing the relationship

between shear strength and effective minor principal stress at failure for

a water content of 27.3%. This plot has been constructed by expanding

Figure 2.21 for an equivalent consolidation pressure of 56.8 lb/in2 . If
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the deviator stress at failure be plotted on this lime, the effective -iMnor

principal stress P.t failure cam be estimated. in these unconfined tests,

-the total mino principal stress is zero, and thus the pore pressure at

failure can be deduced. These pore pressure at failure give a clue to the

probable cause of the strain rate effect ii the unconfined specimens. The

slow test failed at a deviator stress corresponding to a pore-water pressure

of 15.5 lb/in2 below atmospheric pressure. This is substantially the valve

at which caviatation or vaporization of free water occurs at roo temperature.

In order to cavitate, nucleation must oc,,mr, and a site for nucleation must

be found. Statistically, the search for a mucleation site is time dependent,

and water could be expected to obtain an absolute tension in a rapidly loaded

specimen. Other phenomena substantiating this expectation have been noted

(see WHITMAN, RICHARDSON and MEALY, 1961). The deduced pore pressure at

failure of 21.2 lb/in below atmosphere in Test 1, the rapid test, them,

is the result of the rapid application of stress and gives rise to the

strain rate effect in this situation.

The results of the confined tests can be analyzed in a similar

manner. The stress vs strain curves as plotted in Figure 3.3 hint at

brittle behavior. Both the slow and fast tests yield shear strengths

exceeding the assumed static strength by approximately 40%. However, the

fast test yielded a strength about 5% lower than the slow test. Hence,

the overall strength increase over the static strength can be assumed as

pore pressure behavior attributable to mechanism 1, while the decrease in

strength from the slow to the fast rate could be attributable to mechanism

2, since the static A value for this soil is greater than 1. However, it is

equally possible that this decrease in strength Is due to a scatter in test

rcsults and i not a true behavior characteristic of the soil.

3.10 Piston Friction

Figure 3.3 prcocnto interesting data on the possible influence of

piston friction in tests where the load is read externally on a proving

ring. Test 4 was perfnw-J Ldixg the load externally on a proving ring



but a.so sending the load inside the triaxial chamber using the load cell. As

is apparet, a possiblo piston friction effect of iO% caR occur. However, this

test was quite extreme in that the chamber used was the one customarily em-

ployed in the fast tests on the M.I.T. rapid load frame ad was knowm to

have a rather rough fitting piston.

3.11 Conclusions

The results of a series of a triaxial ccupression tests performed at

rapid r-tes of straims have been presented. The data obtainable frcm this

series of tests is sumnarized in Figure 3.4, but it is cautioned again that

this series of tests was of a preliminary mature. Possible mechanisms

accounting for strain rate effect in fiea grained soils have been presented

and discussed and the results of this series of tests have bees aalyzed in

the light of these mechanisms.

It was coxcluded ci Chapter 2 of this report that the Loess greatly

deviated frm ideal in its static stress vs. straim behavior. This coupli-

cation of behavior makes the interpretation of these dynamic test results

quite difficult. On the basis of these preliminary tests on the Loess, it

has been decided to concentrate research efforts on the Fat Clay until

better techniques of testing and analyzing results cam be developed.

In particular, before returning to rapid tests on the saturated

Loess., it is deemed necessary to: (a) gain new understanding of the behavior

of a predominantly fine grained soil such as the Fat CIly, and (b) develop

the necessary techniques to determine experimentally the various levels of

pore pressure obtained ix these rapid tests.
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Chapter 4

RAPID TRIAXIAL COIPYESSION TESTS
ON SATURATED FAT CLAY

4.1 Introduction

This chpxpter dczcrib's a series of rapid trlaxial compression tests

on a saturated fat clay. This series of tests was of a prelimiary nature,

and, as vith the rapid triaxial compression tests on the saturated wess,

was performed as a part of the planning stage of an extensive program

investigating strain rate effects in saturated soils. A total of four

tests were performed, 2 normally consolidated and 2 overconsolidated. Two

strain rates were employed, one very rapid one and one slow, with one speci-

men of each stress history being tested at each strain rate, The results

of these dynamic tests are compared with known behavior patterns for this

soil obtained from previously performed static tests.

4.2 Soil specimens

The soil employed in this series of tests was the Fat Clay employed

in the static triaxial compression tests described in Chapter 5 of (MIT

1959b). The individual test specimens were trimmed from prisms of soil

from Batch 3 as described in (MIT 1959b) and stored in oil. Batch 3 was

consolidated in June of 1959.

The testing of specimens from this batch at static rates was under-

taken in July of 1959. This series of dynamic tests was performed in

November and December of 1959. The possible effect of this storage period

is unknown at this time. However, concurrent studies at MIT indicate that

storage time differences of this magnitude influence comparison of test

rccults only to a minor degree.

4.3 Triaxial consolidation

Following trimming the specimens were placed in NGI triaxial cells

following exactly the same procedure used for tbe tests on the Loess and
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described in Chapter 3 of this report. Two samples were normally consoli-

dated to 60 lb/in 2 in three pressure increments.

The two overconsolidated specimens were normally consolidated to

120 lb/in in four pressure increments and then allowed to rebound to
2.15 lb/in It was originally intended in this test program that the stress

history prior to testing be such that all specimens would arrive at the same

water content. Considerable difficulty was experienced in maintaining the

120 lb/in2 consolidation pressure, and on two occasions this pressure was

lost overnight, and had to be restored in the mnrninaz As a result of this

cycling of consolidation pressures, the over-consolidated specimens arrived

at a water content a good deal lower than that anticipated.

4.4 Rapid triaxial compression testing

Following consolidation, the specimens were transferred from the cell

in Vhich they were consolidated into another NGI triaxial cell having a

load cell in the base. This series of tests was performed prior to the

rapid triaxial c.pr..on test st on the Lo ; -and hence prior to the con-

struction of the load cell described in Chapter 3. The load cell employed

in this series of tests was the medium capacity load cell described in

(MIT 1959a).

Tests w-cre performed on the MIT dynamic load frame (MIT 1959a) at

the two extreme rates of strain which this device affords. The fast tests

employed a rate of strain of 12 inches/second while the slow rate was 0.1

inches/second.

The instrumentation for sensing and recording the load-deformation

behavior was that described in (MIT 1959a).
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4.5 Results of rapid triaxial compression tests on the fat clay

The stress vs sLrain behavior obtained in this series of four

tests is plottea in Figures 4.± and 14,2. In addition, the results or

static test M-8 from the series of static triaxial compression tests re-

corded in (MIT 1959") has been replotted. No overconsolidated static

test is directly comparable to the dynamic tests plotted in Figure 4.2

so no such static curve is plotted. The stress levels vere computed using

the recorded load and corrected areas computed in the manner discussed in

section 3.8 of this report but using the water contents appearing in Table

4.1. It is interesting to note that the lengths at the end of consolida-

tion computed on the basis of the assumption of isotropic unit strain com-

pare quite closely with lengths carefully measured at this time. This

comparison is made in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.3 is a reproduction of the water contents consolidation

pressure data for Batch 3 of the Fat clay appearing in (MIT 1959b).

A static strength value was obtained directly from test M-8 in

the case of normal consolidation and deduced as will be described in the

case of the overconsolidated specinens. The ratio of strength increase

over this static value is plotted against time to failure in Figure 4.4a.

The pore pressure parameter A at failure, deduced as will be described,

is plotted against time to failure in Figure 4.4b. In both these instances,

time to failure has the modified definition of time to one percent strain,

as described in (MIT 1959b).

4.6 Analysis and discussion of results of rapid triaxial conpression tests

on the fat clay

A study of Figures 4.1 and 4.2 can give some insight into the role

that the type of structure plays in determining the shearing resistance

repose pattern, and the relationship of each to rate of strain. The stress

vs strain response patterns of the normally consolidated samples rise

sha:rply to peaks. The effect of an increase in the rate of strain on these
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response patterns is to elevate the peak strength with no substantial change

in initial modulus. This "brittle" behavior is indicative of a soil struc-

ture tending toward the "flornculated" type. Tn eontast, the ov.r.i.tad

specimens plotted in Figure 4.2 display behavior patterns in which the

effect of an increase in rate of strain is to increase the shear strength

both by an elevation of the peak value and by a substantial increase in

the modulus or slope of f he early portion of the stress vs strain curve.

This type of behavior containing elements of both brittle and viscous

strain rate characteristics is indicative of an effect of a structure

tending toward a dispersed or oriented particle arrangement but retaining

a considerable degree of random or "flocculated" arrangement. Hence it

may be assumed that the stress history leading to the overconsolidated

state attained in this series of tests tends to destroy some of the elements

of the flocculated structure present in the normallY consolidated specimens

with a resulting improvement of the relative degree of particle parallelism.

A discussion of the modes of structural contribution to the strain

rate effect is included in Section 3.9 of this report. The plot of strength

increase over static vs time of loading in Figure 4.4a gives further evidence

of the viscous vs brittle aspects of structural behavior. The normally

consolidated specimens show a strain rate effect the major portion of which

occurs quite rapidly as the fast rate is approached. The increase in strength

with strain rate in the overconsolidated specimens, however, occurs gradually.

The rapid increase in the first instance is what would be expected

from brittle structural behavior, while the second situation is highly indica-

tive of elements of viscous behavior.

In Figure 5.8 of (MIT 1959b) Is presented a Hvorslev Parameter Plot

for the fat clay which yielded a true angle of internal friction ( Te ) =
ll °o and a trie cohesion (ce) = . p where pe is the pressure which

e
vould produce the particular water content in a normally consolidated sample.

Subsequent work at MIT indicates that a more reasonable value may be P e
=17.10 and ce = 0 115 Pe.
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The best estimate of the static strength in the overcorsolidated

tests was arrived at by assuming an A at failure (where A )

of 0 (which corresponds to tests "4 and "M4 in M.I.T. 1959b. Thee te;ts have

the same nomina! stress history as those in the current series). Then, a3

at failure = 15 ib 2 Using 1 d 0155 gives:

Sir- c Cos
= Ta -- - 416 and b = _ x = .210

1-Sin ie e I-S - 2

(see Figure 5.8 of MI.T. 1959b), For a failure water content of 30.5%

p = 6.83 kg/cm2 (Figure 4.3). Therefore (a - a3) at failure

b pe + 3 Ta-= 53.4 lb/i 2 .

c Using these same values for the Hvorslev parameters (i.e. (P. = 17.10

and e_ = 0.155), the values of a3 and thus LC at failure cam be computed

in a Similar maxwer. (1.= a3 - F3). These calculations are tabulated in

Table 4.1 and lead to the A at failure values plotted in Fi ure 4.4b.

Included - Section 3.9 of this report is some discussion of the maner

in which pore pressure buildup and pore pressure distribution in triaxial

compression specimens are affected by a change in the rate of strain and

thus contribute to the overall strain rate effect. To summarize, two

possible mechanisms were suggested. lechaxism 1 is the change in A in

elements of the soil sample due to an increase in the rate of strain, while

Mechanism 2 is a change in the overall A value of the specimen due to a

flow of water to or from zones of different stress conditions.

Some deductions regarding the mechanisms responsible for the pore

pressure changes with ikcreased rate of strain may be made by: (1) looking

at the rearrangement of the basic pore pressure equation given ix Sectiox

3.9: L (= B[Aa1 . (1-A) (Aa 1 -tA 3 ; (2) noting that restraint at triaxial

specimen ends will tend to increase a1 and considerably reduce (Aa I -&a 3 )

over values in the mid-portiox; (3) amd observing in T-his equation that, if

A -0 (as in a normally consolidated clay) the pore pressure at the base

will still be of the sE;=n order as that at the middle, while if A <0,

there exists the possibility that, in a rapid test, a considerably less

negative, or even positive pore pressure could be developed close to the

ends with a negative pore pressure in the remainder of the sample.
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In a normal2y consolidated sample with A< +1 it can be expected

that somewhat higher pore pressures will exist in the regions of end re-

straint than in the center portion of the sample. However, it is felt

that the small flows necessary to equalize these differences will have

little eect on the average pore pressures at equilibrium, so that slight,

if any, strain rate effects due to this pore pressure mechanism 2 would

result.

In the overconsolidated sample, it is conceivable that, if a

test be run rapidly enoughto ;imhibit any equalization of pore pressures,

a less negative (or even positive) pore pressure would exist at the regions

of end restraint than in the central portion. Very little flow would seem

to be required to substantially increase (make less negative) the pore

pressure in this ceitral portion since volume change is taking place on a

rebound or reconsolidation portion of the water content vs effective

stress curve considerably flatter than the normal consolidation portion.

Hence, if the test be slowed to a rate allowing this equalization in pore

pressure to occur, Mechanism 2 will operate to reduce the strength.

Following this reaeoning, the change in pore pressures due to

increase in rate of strain in the normally consolidated specimens which

occurs rather abruptly, can be adjudged to be mainly due to Mechanism 1

while the rather gradual increase in the case of overconsolidated specimens
can be adjudged to result from the presence of both mechanisms.

4.7 Conclusions

Since a very limited number of tests were performed and these were of

a preliminary nature, no definite conclusions regarding the magnitude or

nature of the strain rate effect can be drawn. However, knowing that the

behavior of this soil is consistent, and follows predictable patterns, it

is felt that ';he best initial approach to an understanding of the strain

rate effect in saturated soils lies in a comprehensive study of this soil

under dynaiic load conditions.
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In addition, it has beccme clearly apparent in these tests that

analysis of data, in terms of effective stresses, is extremely important

and that development of effective techniques and devices for pore pressure

measurements in rapid tests cannot be stressed enouah.
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SLMARY OF CONUSIONS

Conclusions

1 The results and analysis of an extensive series of "static"

triaxial tests on a remolded Loess have been presented. Due

to considerable scatter of the data (probably caused by non-

homogeneous and not fully saturated test specilmns and dcation

from idealized patterns of the colloidal and granular factors),

interpretation of these dynamic test results on the Loess was

quite difficult.

2. The triaxial compression tests on the Loess performed at rapid

rates of strain cannot be fully analyzed until the discrepancies

in the "static" tests are removed.. However, possible mechanisms

accounting for strain rate effect in fine grained soils have

been analyzed in the light of these mechanisms. On the basis

of these preliminary tests on Loess, it has been decided to con-

centrate research efforts on the Fat Clay until better techniques

of testing and analyzing results can be developed.

3. The behavior of the saturated clay in the triaxial compression

tests at rapid rates of strain was consistent and followed pre-

dictable patterns. It is felt. therefore, that the best initial

approach to an understanding of the strain rate effect in saturated

soils lies in a comprehensive study of this soil under dynamic load

conditions. Since a very limited number of tests were run in this

series of prelimirary tests, no definite conclusions regarding the

magnitude or nature of the strain rate effect can be drawn.

I
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Future Research

A comprehensive study of the saturated clay under dynamic load

conditions is now underway. Results of the tests presented in this report

have made it increasingly apparent that analysis of data in terms of

effective stresses must be emphasized and that effective techniques and

devices for pore pressure measurements in rapid tests are essential.
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LISYT OV I% . OLS

A Corrected area at strain level

A Area following consolidation S0

A Pore pressure parameters relating pore pressure

B J change to principal stress changes

C Compression indexC

Ce Trae cohesion

C Rebound indexr

G Specific Gravity of solids

Pe Equivalent consolidation pressure

w Water content

ce/Pe

Total stress

Effective stress

a-, Major principal stress

U-2  Intermediate principal stress

O-3  Minor principal stress3
f effective stress on failure plane at failure

A Change

A Incremental change in effective stress

S Shear stress

Shear stress on failure plane at failure, i.e., shear I

.A- Pore pressire
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L127 OF SYMBOLS - Continued

Unit strain

Angle of shearing resistance in terms of effective stress

True angle of internal friction
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